Welcome to RxTx. Here’s an overview of the main sections.
The best way to **find** the drug information and therapeutic content you need is through the **search bar**. RxTx features a new powerful global search function.
The Rx: Drugs menu expands to all drug-related content:

- CPS Drug Monographs
- Clin-Info from the *Compendium of Pharmaceuticals and Specialties*
- Products for Minor Ailments from the *Compendium of Products for Minor Ailments*
- Product Identification Tool
- Lexi-Interactions™
- Public Drug Programs
New to RxTx is the addition of interactive calculators in Clin-Info. You can also create and print custom tables from the Drug Administration and Food and the Drug Administration and Grapefruit tools.
Rx: Drugs

Clin-Info topics are listed and can be quickly accessed from the menu or directly from the search bar.
Rx: Drugs

The Product Identification Tool remains the same and searches through more than 1500 Canadian product images.
Rx: Drugs

If you are an RxTx subscriber, select the Lexi-Interactions™ option to open a new tab to search and verify drug interactions and allergies.
Links to federal and provincial drug programs are available through the Public Drug Programs option in the Rx: Drugs drop-down menu.
Tx: Conditions

The Tx: Conditions menu provides links to all therapeutic content, which can be accessed through the drop-down menu or by searching a key word in the search box.
Depending on your subscription, Minor Ailments content is also available.
Resources

Summaries of content updates and monograph updates can be found in the What’s New section of the Resources menu. Links to poison control centres, manufacturers and health organizations can be accessed through the Directories option. Glossaries of medical and microorganism abbreviations plus risk categories for drug use during pregnancy are also available.
Advisories

Although all Health Canada advisories are added to specific product monographs within 24 to 48 hours of their release, the Advisories menu gives you access to all recent advisories and the option to sort by date or type of advisories.
The new **global search** is the long-awaited feature that makes finding the information you are looking for a much easier, faster experience. It returns relevant results from across all content in your subscription.
Search

Example: Searching “low back pain” returns the following results. The content source is indicated on the left of each result. A legend is available in the toolbar on the right.

Within each result, the sections of the document containing the term(s) you searched for are displayed in descending order of relevance. The most relevant section is identified and clicking on the section link brings you directly to that part of the document.

Links to other sections appear in descending order of relevance.
Typing just a couple of letters will offer a drop-down list of suggested terms to search. You can simply pick from the list or type your full word. If your search term matches a document title, it will be listed in the drop down and clicking on it will open that document. Your recent searches will also be listed on the drop down.
Search

If the word you typed was misspelled, RxTx will use the information in our comprehensive drug database to propose an alternative search term that closely matches your request.
Filter

RxTx now offers the ability to filter your search results by clicking the filter icon. Once you have selected it, a pop-up box will give you options to narrow down your selection. Please note: the filter is applied to all subsequent searches, so if you aren't seeing the result you expect, check to see if the filter is still set.
Toolbar

- Click the sign next to the section title to expand the content view and the to collapse it.
- The Jump To button allows you to quickly navigate within sections of the content.
- The highlighted text (results from your search) can be turned off by clicking this icon.
- The document can be printed by clicking this icon.
- Make the text on the screen larger or smaller by using this icon.
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Advisories for Specific Products

If a product has a Health Canada advisory, it will appear like this. Click More... to read the whole text and click (hide) to see the content behind the advisory box.
Information for the Patient

When available, the Information for Patient leaflets can be accessed from the link at the top of the product monograph, or by clicking the CPS-i option within the results page.

Information for the Patient:

IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ. This leaflet is part of a "Product Monograph" published when CRESTOR was approved for sale in Canada and is designed specifically for Consumers. This leaflet is a summary and will not tell you everything about CRESTOR. Contact your doctor or pharmacist if you have any questions about the drug.

About This Medication:

Your doctor has prescribed these pills to help lower your cholesterol or other fats in the blood (such as triglycerides) and lower the risk of heart attacks and strokes. CRESTOR may be prescribed in children 10 to 17 years of age with heterozygous familial hypercholesterolemia (an inherited condition causing high cholesterol levels in the blood) to lower cholesterol levels. Children require supervision from adult care givers during treatment with CRESTOR (adult care givers should read the information provided below before their child begins treatment with CRESTOR).
Product Image

The Product Image link at the top of the product monograph allows users to view the image and descriptive information if available.
Help

Contact our support team with your questions, read the FAQ or view the product tour webinar to get to know RxTx better.

Feedback

If you have any issues we want to know so we can help. But don’t forget to let us know what works well, too. Share any innovative ways you use RxTx, find information or fit it into your busy work day, and we’ll share with the broader user community.

Contact

Canadian Pharmacists Association
1785 Alta Vista Drive, Ottawa, ON K1G 3Y6
☎ 1-800-917-9489  ☎ 613-523-0445  ♨️ info@pharmacists.ca